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Brief and objectives: 
Yorkshire Building Society (YBS) worked with Cicero Group on a campaign to build its 
credibility as a leading voice within the debate about tackling the housing crisis. 
 
The key objective of the campaign was to support YBS’s overarching goal of becoming the 
most trusted financial services provider in the UK. 
 
A secondary objective was to raise awareness of YBS, particularly among key political 
stakeholders, by making a credible contribution to the housing crisis debate through 
extensive media coverage. 
 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 
The housing crisis is arguably one of the most significant problems currently facing the UK. 
As one of the country’s largest mortgage lenders, Yorkshire Building Society wanted act in 
the interest of its members by getting involved in the debate to enact changes. Research 
commissioned by the Society in 2016 found 46% of first-time buyers said upfront costs were 
a barrier to home ownership. 
 
To help first-time buyers and those moving up the property ladder it was proposed to call on 
the Government to abolish stamp duty and replace it with a ‘residential property sales tax’. 
This would remove the taxation burden entirely for first time buyers and reduce it for home 
purchasers buying a more expensive property, as the charge would be levied against 
property sellers rather than buyers. 
 
The campaign aimed to build greater trust with customers by supporting people's 
homeownership aspirations and proposing genuine solutions to help tackle the UK housing 
crisis. 
 

Strategy and tactics, including the types and variety of media utilised, 
creativity and innovation: 
In order to gain a significant share of voice in an already crowded subject area, Yorkshire 
sought to breathe new life into an ongoing debate through genuinely forward-thinking, 
credible and reliable thought leadership. 
 
To do this, the campaign leveraged internal data, research and the knowledge of key figures 
within Yorkshire Building Society, such as its Chief Economist, to position Yorkshire as 



reliable and forward-thinking experts on housing policy by proactively adding new insights to 
the housing debate. 
 
To garner media attention, the campaign planned to utilise these insights and produce 
newsworthy content which would be distributed to the media. Briefings were arranged with 
key journalists to explain the proposed policy. To position Yorkshire spokespeople as 
housing experts, the campaign produced regular reactive comments on developing housing 
issues, including around statistical releases, to highlight the credibility of the proposed 
change to stamp duty and showcase YBS’s knowledge on relevant issues. 
 

Implementation of tactics: 
Stage 1 
 
The campaign used YBS mortgage completions data to calculate how much money first-time 
buyers and home movers would have saved if stamp duty was reformed, as well as the 
number of people this would help on to the property ladder based on current market trends. 
 
This led to the creation of a formal discussion paper and London media engagement, 
including interviews with The Times, Financial Times, Daily Mail, Daily Mirror, Mortgage 
Strategy, Mortgage Solutions and Share Radio to outline the case for publication shortly 
before the Chancellor’s Autumn Statement. 
The discussion paper and news story was also shared on Yorkshire’s website and through 
social media channels. 
 
Stage 2 
 
To further investigate how reforming stamp duty would help people, the campaign 
commissioned YouGov to survey prospective first-time buyers and current homeowners. 
 
The results were favourable, with 60% of prospective first time buyers stating that not paying 
stamp duty would make them more likely to be able to buy a property. To further strengthen 
the case for stamp duty reform, the campaign distributed the data to the media and created 
an infographic to drive engagement on social media channels. 
 
Stage 3 
 
Ongoing reactive commentary was provided to the media around key data release points 
regarding house price inflation and housing policy to raise awareness and amplify the 
credibility of the proposal by highlighting ways that reforming stamp duty would help those 
being priced out of the property market. 
 
The campaign arranged broadcast interviews on LBC Radio and the Sky News Ian King Live 
programme following the publication of the Government's Housing White Paper, where 
Yorkshire’s Chief Economist provided his thoughts on the White Paper and discussed 
Yorkshire’s proposed stamp duty reform. 
 

Measurement and evaluation: 
KPI 1: Increase customer trust in YBS 
 

 Customer trust increased from 54.9% to 61.1% over the campaign period 

 Non-customer trust increased from 9.3% to 9.9%. 
 



KPI 2: Drive political engagement through media coverage for Yorkshire Building Society 

 307 pieces of proactive coverage (33 nationals, 41 broadcast) 

 98% factual/neutral or positive sentiment 

 Potential message exposure of more than 57m 

 More than 2,000 impressions on Yorkshire’s social media channels 

 Shares from key journalists and influencers, including Mail on Sunday Personal 
Finance Editor Jeff Prestridge 

 98 tweets about the reform proposal mentioning the Yorkshire 

 Initial news story and discussion paper on the Yorkshire’s website was viewed more 
than 230 times 

 YBS was invited to join an industry-wide lenders summit with then-Housing Minister 
Gavin Barwell to discuss housing issues 

 The proposal was mentioned in the well-respected Redfern Review, a report 
commissioned by John Healey MP, Shadow Housing Minister to give find solutions to 
the housing crisis 

 The campaign generated interest from numerous special advisors across 
Government, leading to face to face meetings with YBS 

 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 
The budget was £14,000. Across all measures, this was one of the most cost-effective 
campaigns the Yorkshire has ever undertaken, reaching 4,071 people per pound spent and 
yielding more media coverage and social mentions/engagement on this measure than ever 
before. 
 
Although not a key KPI, high-value activity, such as inclusion in the Redfern Review, 
achieved additional delivery for the same budget. 
 


